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Rigorous Academics in Pre-K
Parent-Teacher conferences tend
to bring new wonder for families
who begin to explore more deeply
what their child is learning at
school and how they are progressing with it. It is normal for questions to arise especially around the
interplay of academic instruction,
expectations and rigor in a play
based pre-k environment.
So, what does rigorous academic instruction look like in
our pre-k classrooms?
It looks like students engaging in:


Problem solving



Planning



Discussions



Categorizing



Conducting an investigation



Explaining their thinking



Comparing



Constructing



Designing



Interpreting data

These are examples of various
ways students engage cognitively
while at school under the guidance
of teachers who facilitate diverse
opportunities for this work.
At Wintonbury, children are immersed in an environment carefully crafted by teachers who consider every minute of the child's day

as an opportunity for learning.
Teachers plan learning experiences (centers, transitions, read
alouds, small groups, large/whole
group times) intentionally using
a balance of self-guided learning
and teacher guided learning.
Thirty six objectives in nine areas
of development and learning are
taught using a researched-based
curriculum. These areas include:
Social-Emotional, Physical, Language, Cognitive, Literacy, Mathematics, Science and Technology,
Social Studies and The Arts.
Teachers at Wintonbury have
high expectations for children’s
learning – meaning that your
child’s teachers hold children accountable for what they can do
and they create supports to help
them do the things they can’t
with increasing precision. Teachers carefully construct their environment and lessons accordingly,
but this rigorous work begins by
first building the necessary skills
and concepts such as:


following a one step direction;



sustaining interest in a task;



recalling information;



or applying a rule (for example when counting a group of
items you can touch each object only once).

(continue reading on page 4)

Important Dates
December 13 Kindness Day
December 20 PJ Day for CCMC
December 23– January 1
NO SCHOOL, WINTER BREAK

Enjoy the Winter Break
January 7 PTO Meeting (9:15-10:00)
January 9 Second Cup of Coffee
(9:00-9:30 in the lobby)
January 20 NO SCHOOL, Martin
Luther King Day
January 29 EARLY DISMISSAL
1PM Teacher Prof. Development

ACT OF KINDNESS
Students in room 204 worked to
clean up our greenhouse space.
While some students dug in the
garden beds others swept up the
dirt around the space.

An Important Reminder From
Nurse Ashley:
Every preschool child in the State
of Connecticut must receive a flu
shot each year between August
1st- December 31st 2019.

Please send documentation to
school!

Many thanks!

Room 305 enjoys the snowfall on our first snowy day of
the year!

Math Talk: Spatial Vocabulary


On



Under



Next to/beside



Between



Behind



In front of



Up



Down



Forward



Backward



Near/close



Far

Generally, children who are
three should be able to follow
simple directions using words
like these. A child might pick up
the ball after an adult says “get
the ball from under the chair.”
Children who are four should be
able to use and respond appropriately to words like these. A
child might say to their friend
“come sit next to me” while they
pat the floor with their hand indicating a space next to them.
Another example might be a
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child who accurately moves a
game piece forward 3 spaces.

structured to elicit this growing
skill.

Why is this important?

At Home…

These words describe important
concepts related to spatial
awareness: understanding
which way, how far and where
things are in their world. Spatial awareness begins to develop
early on as very young children
explore their environment by
crawling, walking and interacting with it. This development of
spatial sense builds upon the
foundation children use for geometry in later schooling and
“children with a strong spatial
sense do better in mathematics”
(Clements 2004).

1. Talk while you play. The
more of spatial vocabulary
children hear the more they
will understand and be able
to use. Blocks are a wonderful material to work with for
this. As you play talk by
naming what you are doing
“I put a block in front of the
car. Now I think I will put
one behind the car. Maybe
we can make a garage by
placing one block on top!”
You can also name what the
child is doing: “Your car is
driving forward into the garage!”

At School..
Teachers focus on this skill at
school by playing games that
involve these important vocabulary words, read books that illustrate the definition of the
words, and talk and listen to
children about what they are
doing. The environment and language used is intentionally

2. Need a time filler while you
wait??? Play Simon Says but
use directions with simple
spatial clues: “Simon says
put your hands behind your
back.”
3. Play board games
4. Make an obstacle course
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Learning in Action

(left) Room 301 children name numerals
during a math game
where they search for
matching numbers.
They also work on
taking turns (number
recognition and identification).

(left) Room 103, a student’s drawing of the
block structure that he
made in the block area
(thinks symbolically).

(below) Room 106 students persist
in devising an approach to solve
the problem of how to stack the
snow (experiences physical properties of objects).

(left) Room 204, a student determines the
length of a plant leaf
using unfix cubes
(measures objects and
counts).

(right)
Room 101
builds animals with
mat man
pieces (a
prewriting
task).

(above) Room 303, two girls work together to design the Three Little Pigs’
straw house. These students read and
also acted out the story (text comprehension).

Wintonbury’s Tree of Kindness
Be kind, sorry,
hug, love,
thankful, care,
are just some of
the words
adorning Wintonbury’s Kindness Tree donated to the Wadsworth
Atheneum’s Festival of Trees. Every
year community members, artists
and organizations decorate holiday
trees and wreaths to be displayed in
the galleries for the duration of the
event. All items are for sale, and
profits help fund the museum’s special exhibitions, educational programs, and operating expenses.
Many classrooms made ornaments
that expressed sentiments of kindness on hearts, butterflies, snowflakes and sparkling beads. The Tree
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of Kindness is our way of spreading and sharing the practice of
kindness that we cultivate at Wintonbury.

THANK YOU!

Photo: Teacher Lisa Smith-Horn,
coordinator of this project, standing with Wintonbury’s tree.

Thank you to the PTO
and all volunteers for
making this Book Fair a
huge success!!!
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(Continued from front, page 1)
You will recognize some of this language (“rigorous academics” and
“high expectations”) from the school
climate survey (sent out monthly).
One statement on the survey reads
“My child’s teacher has high expectations for him or her.”

Examples of rigorous academics:


Examples of high expectations:




A teacher who prompts a child to
use a visual to help them to complete the morning routine is telling the child—you can do this
yourself and this is how (SocialEmotional Objective 1c. Takes
care of own needs appropriately).
A teacher who talks with children
during a read aloud, asking them
for their explanation behind their
prediction or eliciting comments
regarding why a character might
have a particular feeling is telling
the child—you can think deeply
about this book and understand it
(Literacy Objective 18a. Interacts
during reading experiences, book
conversations, and text reflections).

Room 104, children listen and respond to
a version of The Gingerbread Boy .



A teacher who extends a child’s
language is telling the child—you
can use words to express your
thoughts and needs (for example):
A child points to the block area.
The teacher says “You want to
work with blocks, tell me with all
your words.” The child says “I
want to work with blocks.”
(Language Objective 9c. Uses
conventional grammar).



During center time you will see
children working with materials
building and constructing in a
variety of ways. As they do this
they are putting information together in a trial and error fashion
conducting their own investigation. A teacher may extend their
thinking by contributing questions or comments such as “I notice you…” or “I wonder how you
could…” or the child may extend
their own thinking by drawing a
picture of their work and sharing
it with another person.
(Cognitive Objective 11b. Plans
and pursues a variety of appropriately challenging tasks.)
Children might be working to
interpret the results of the graph
they made earlier expressing
their opinion on the food they
tried for Try-Day Friday. Children may also be interpreting
data when they vote on what to
turn the dramatic play area into.
As they discuss the results, they
are synthesizing information and
will later begin to plan for how to
design and create the chosen dramatic play center (a hair salon
for example). (Mathematics Objective 22c. Creates and reads
simple graphs; uses simple comparison and ordinal terms to describe findings)

Room 306
children as
the stylist
and customer in the hair
salon.

Room 203, a student designs a balance beam exploring various ways to
put the magnetic blocks together

Yes, we do this through “play”
here at Wintonbury because we
know in play, a child always behaves beyond his average age,
above his daily behavior. In play
it is as though he were a head
taller than himself (Lev Vygotsky, Russian Psychologist), but
we also do this work through intentional small groups, story
choice, projects, and even in the
smallest of moments such as a
lunch transition or getting ready
to play outside in the snow.
Article written by: Samantha Straker,
Instructional Coach

Room 303 students connect
numerals to the graph that
shows which pear they liked
best on Try-Day Friday.

